Edward Marshall’s longrifle
from Christian’s Spring,
Pennsylvania
A fine early Christian’s Spring longrifle
by contemporary gun maker
Kendall Brady

#Lock-Jaeger-C
flint lock
with new larger cock
fits our pre-inlet stock
$134.99

Early longrifles, made at Christians’ Spring, Pennsylvania are
transitional rifles, blending formal German style with innovative American features. Each piece of this parts set is offered
separately. Order one part, or the entire kit as listed.
Edward Marshall’s rifle stock is made of plain or curly maple,
or black walnut. Pre-inlet for our Jaeger lock, early buttplate,
Colerain’s 37” swamped barrel, and drilled for a 3/8” ramrod, the
stock has 14” pull, with 3-1/4” drop from sights. The buttplate
is about 4-3/4 x 2-1/8”.
Edward Marshall’s Indian Walk rifle parts kit:
#Lock-Jaeger Jaeger flint lock, with fly detent.
#Stk-EM-M1
fullstock, shaped pre-inlet maple.
• Stock is also available in fancy maple or walnut, at extra cost.

#Cole-54-EMD swamped 37” barrel & plug, .54 cal.

$134.99
$255.00
$179.00

• Or select the Colerain 37” barrel in .45, .50, .54, .58, or .62 caliber.

#TR-DST-6
double lever double set trigger.
#TG-Early-1-B triggerguard, wax cast brass.

• Iron triggerguard #TG-Early-1-I is available, at lower cost.

#BP-Early-1-B buttplate, wax cast brass.

• Iron buttplate #BP-Early 1-I is available, at lower cost.

#SP-Jaeg-2-B sideplate, wax cast brass.
Edward Marshall’s rifle stock, pre-inlet........................... #Stk-EM-M1
Precision pre-inlet for our Jaeger flint lock, #BP-Early-1 buttplate, 37”
swamped Colerain barrel and tang. Select one of our early triggerguards,
set triggers, and 3/8” rod pipes, which are not inlet. The forend is square
ahead of the lock panels. Called a transitional longrifle because it combines both early Jaeger and later longrifle features, it has a “bulbous
forend” which bulges at the entry pipe.
This stock is more correctly called an Albrecht (Albright) style, in honor
of the early gunmakers of Christians’ Spring, Pennsylvania.
#Stk-EM-M1
stock, Marshall, 37”, plain maple
only $255.00
#Stk-EM-M3
stock, Marshall, 37”, fancy maple
only $270.00
#Stk-EM-M4
stock, Marshall, 37”, extra fancy maple only $340.00
#Stk-EM-W1
stock, Marshall, 37”, black walnut
only $270.00

When calling in a order, have all the part numbers
written down to eliminate confusion.
Have your credit card ready!

• Iron sideplate #SP-Jaeg-2-I is available, at lower cost.

#TP-PA-1-B

toeplate, brass.

• Iron toeplate #TP-PA-1-I is available, at lower cost.

#Ramrod-6
#RT-6-8-B

ramrod, 3/8” diameter, 48” length.
ramrod tip, 3/8” brass, 8-32 thread.

• Iron ramrod tip #RT-6-8-I is also available, at small extra cost.

#UL-NW-1
barrel lug for pin, use three.
#RP-Fowl-E6-B rod pipe, 3/8” brass, entry, use one.
#RP-Fowl-F6-B rod pipe, 3/8” brass, forward, use two.

$ 41.99
$ 33.99
$ 27.50
$ 14.99
$

4.29

$
$

1.49
2.29

$ 1.50
$ 14.99
$ 13.99

• Iron rod pipes #RP-Fowl-E-6-I and #RP-Fowl-F-6-I are available.

#MC-Bivin-16-B muzzle cap, wax cast brass.

• Iron muzzle cap #MC-Bivin-15-I is available, at lower cost.

#FS-WFS-I

front sight, wax cast steel.

• Brass front sight #FS-WFS-B is available in wax cast brass.

#RS-FJ-I
rear sight, fancy fixed Jaeger style
#THL-S-4-S
flash hole liner, 1/4-28, Stainless
#Screw-Set-LR set of unplated screws and pins
#Plan-Jaeger full size plan drawing of similar rifle
Edward Marshall’s rifle parts kit, as listed

115

$ 14.29
$

6.99

$ 7.99
$ 2.99
$ 10.79
$ 6.50
$791.55

